I just bought this GRRGRaphic art and this is a photo of it taped to my office door.
Click on Obama, aka Barry Soetoro, to go down his rabbit hole.
To:
Group 1:
Group 2:
Group 3:
Group 4:
Subject: YES WE CAN

https://www.qmap.pub/cases

https://blueshift.io/election-2016-county-map.html

I. Sealed Criminal Case Count vs. 2016 blue county election map
1. Compare the two maps above to see the general similarity of the red (High Cases)
state sealed case counts to the blue (Democrat) county election vote’s map.
 In your mind’s eye change the red state sealed case count color from red to
blue, see the pattern?
 Not to say this is an all blue county problem but it appears significantly
correlated to the high state sealed case counts.
2. Link below is the US Attorneys Annual Statistical Report for Fiscal Year Ended Sept.
2018.
 https://www.justice.gov/usao/page/file/1199336/download
 The annual criminal case count for all districts in Tables 1, 2A & 2B range from
64,222 to 75,319.
 When you cut the cases by Programs in Tables 3A, 3D, & 4 the total ranges from
116,298 to 121,145.
3. Here is the Criminal Cases Master List source of data used in the USA map above
linked to you below.
 https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1kVQwX9l9HJ5F76x05ic_YnU_Z5yiVS
96LbzAOP66EzA/edit#gid=1477664324
 This data base shows 163,469 sealed cases from approximately 10/30/2017 to
3/28/2020
 Today 4/14/2020, Qmap Sealed Cases show 163,469, an increase of 10,899 cases
in roughly 2.5 months or 4360 sealed cases increase per month https://www.qmap.pub/cases
 This is for overlapping data of some 30 months.
 According to the Criminal Cases Master List (Mirror) we only have historical
data for 2006.
1. 2006 shows 12 months case load of 24,375 and a 29 month case load of
58,906.
2. So 2020 sealed case load is about 2.8 times the 2008 29 month case load.
3. See bottom of above link for this data.
4. The sealed cases posted on the Q site https://www.qmap.pub/cases are not unrealistic.

5. Book Recommendations
a) I highly recommend reading the Praying Medic (Dave Hayes) first book on Q
titled “Calm Before The Storm”
b) Also The MAGA Doctrine by Charlie Kirk is exceptional and worth being a
classic in your family library.

II. Disease Compare
1. Check out the attached Excel I put together.
a. The 2017 ten leading causes of death, latest data available, took 2,081,531
American lives or 74% annually of my custom USA total including heart
disease, cancer, etc.
b. The 2018 Spanish flue took 675,000 Americans or 24%.
c. The 2019-2019 seasonal flu took 34, 200 Americans or 1.22%.
d. The 2020 Chinese Communist Party COVID-19 pandemic took 25,671 or
0.91% of my annual total as of 4-14-2020.
e. The 2009 Swine flu took 13,587 or 0.48% of my custom annual total.
2. Now look the UW Hospital resource use projection map link below.
a. https://covid19.healthdata.org/united-states-of-america
b. This is tracking of the hospital and ICU bed shortage USA wide and
invasive ventilator shortages.
3. The point I want to make is it appears to me that the COVID-19 pandemic is not a
problem as far as overwhelming deaths is concerned.
a. This pandemic is more of a case load management problem because of the
sheer numbers, currently 608,988 cases who have contracted it in a relative
short period of time, say 4 months, more or less.
b. We have 2,081,531 dying from the 10 leading “natural” illnesses a year and
that does not throw us into an economic collapse.
c. America has 35.5 million cases of the seasonal flu a year and this does not
shut down the economy.
d. Print out the attached COVID-19 flyer we just got in the mail from our local
Kalispell Regional Healthcare system, thought it was worthy to have on the
frig.
4. So the COVID-19 pandemic is basically a queuing management problem in my
opinion after looking at this data.

a. Operation management is a highly vetted in engineering that is used to solve
many manufacturing and operations problems, e.g. arrival and departure
scheduling of airports.
b. The Army Engineering Corp was providing part of this solution by acting as
an emergency team to erect and staff additional bed space to service hospital
overflow.
c. With COVID-19, a lot of people get very sick very fast and overwhelm
health care facilities especially in highly dense urban areas.
d. America won WW2 by over manufacturing and supplying the enemy as well
as even helping the enemy, i.e. there no morals when it comes to profit and
war.
e. American resources and manufacturing capability, before we outsourced to
the world, were more than capable of supplying anything to anybody in the
world.
f. Now of course not so much, another big lesson!
g. Still this problem is avoidable by bringing our strategic and basic
manufacturing needs back home plus,
h. Establishing basic operation management policies across America dealing
with surprise novel diseases.
i. Not to mention had China acted earlier, the corona virus could have been cut
by 95% per FDA chief.
j. We cannot control other countries but we can well control what we
outsource and import!
k. The Case Against China by Stefan Molyneux is a MUST WATCH OF
1:04 hours and well worth it, we streamed this last night.
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K0SB8DyhvGg
- This video seems to be hard to find, you may have to search or
go in thru Stefan Molyneux name in YouTube.
- Bottom line Stefan is confirming the COVID-19 was
bioengineered at the Wuhan Institute of Virology.
- And the U.S. government National Institutes of Health
awarded $3.7 million research grant to Wuhan Institute of
Virology!
5. Again look at the political party 3D density map above by county.
a. The UN Agenda 21/2039 long been pushing for higher densities in the urban
areas (rack em stack em pack em) while parking out the rural areas, e.g.
more wilderness, et al.
b. This picture is no accident; these are fruits from decades of global to local
deep state work which are very effectively working now.

c. These stratospheric pillars of blue and some red are highly charged future
events waiting to happen which will dwarf the COVID-19 pandemic.
d. This is a global to local silent sabotage of American independence and
sovereignty.
e. There is big blue money and some red behind slamming our borders with
caravans, subversion of our basic voting booth ID heritage, breaking our
food supply, outsourcing our basic needs & jobs.
f. Show me a politician who is being funded out of state and I will show you a
globalist taking down the heritage and traditions of America for profit and
power.
g. This is happening all over Montana and both parties participate and lie and
deny.
h. The highest levels have been infiltrated according to Q that is no duh to all
savvy property owners.
i. The power triangle (puppet masters) is The House of Saud, Rothschild and
Soros according to a Q drop dated Nov. 11, 2017.
6. There is another problem shown in these charts you may not see and it is the
infiltration of disease and corruption with the help of academia and the media.
a. https://www.qmap.pub/read/3959
b. All state and federal funding ought to be stopped to Harvard University.
7. The 16 Year Plan to destroy America
a. This is a very interesting older Q Drop #570 dated Jan 21, 2018 https://www.qmap.pub/read/570
b. I count at least 10 line item plans which have or are taking place now,
see the finger!
c. #Memo factually demonstrates HUSSEIN ADMIN weaponized INTEL community to
ensure D victory [+insurance].
#Memo factually demonstrates 'knowingly false intel' provided to FISA Judges to obtain
warrant(s).
THEY NEVER THOUGHT SHE WOULD LOSE.
[The 16 Year Plan To Destroy America]
Hussein [8]
Install rogue_ops
Cut funding to Mil
Command away from generals
Launch 'good guy' takedown (internal remove) - Valerie Jarrett (sniffer)
SAP sell-off
Snowden open source Prism/Keyscore (catastrophic to US Mil v. bad actors (WW)

+Clowns/-No Such Agency)
Target/weaken conservative base (IRS/MSM)
Open border (flood illegals: D win) ISIS/MS13 fund/install (fear, targeting/removal,
domestic-assets etc.)
Blind-eye NK [nuke build]
[Clas-1, 2, 3]
Blind-eye Iran [fund and supply]
Blind-eye [CLAS 23-41]
Stage SC [AS [187]]
U1 fund/supply IRAN/NK [+reduce US capacity]
KILL NASA (prevent space domination/allow bad actors to take down MIL SATs/WW
secure comms/install WMDs) - RISK OF EMP SPACE ORIG (HELPLESS)
[CLAS 1-99]
HRC [8] WWIII [death & weapons real/WAR FAKE & CONTROLLED][population
growth control/pocket billions]
Eliminate final rogue_ops within Gov't/MIL

KILL economy [starve/need/enslave]
Open borders
Revise Constitution

Ban sale of firearms (2nd amen removal)
Install 'on team' SC justices> legal win(s) across spectrum of challengers (AS 187)

Removal of electoral college [pop vote ^easier manipulation/illegal
votes/Soros machines]

Limit/remove funding of MIL
Closure of US MIL installations WW [Germany 1st]

Destruction of opposing MSM/other news outlets (censoring), CLAS 159
[]
Pure EVIL.
Narrative intercept [4am].
Sessions/Nunes Russian OPS.
Repub distortion of facts to remove Mueller.[POTUS free pass].
Shutdown Primary Reasons.
Distract.
Weaken military assets.

Inc illegal votes.
Black voters abandoning.
"Keep them starved"
"Keep them blind"
"Keep them stupid"
HRC March 13, 2013 [intercept].
The Great Awakening.
Fight, Fight, Fight.
Q

“The truth is rarely pure and never simple.”
Oscar Wilde
My Little Zen Calendar February 20, 2020
Jack Venrick
Rollins, Montana
www.freedomforallseasons.org

